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Key Concept

The both methodologies rely on the summation of currents to determine the load at the

distribution node supplied by Transmission:

𝑃 =  𝑃  − 𝑃

At an MTS load zone:

𝑃 =  𝑃 ( ) +  𝑃 ( ) 𝑃 ( ) − 𝑃 +  𝑃 ( ) 𝑃 ( )

If 𝑃 is positive then then node is a load

If 𝑃 is negative then then node is a source (accounted for elsewhere)

The load seen from Transmission includes the distribution load and the losses.

𝑃 = 𝑃 + 𝑃

load load

EG EG

MTS MTS

IntCon

IntCon
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If PLoss is the technical losses, as we saw 
before, PDX is not all accounted for (energy 

sales). Some will be a commercial loss

Make sure you get the sign convention (+/-) 
correct. A missing “+” in this picture?
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Methodology

Data gathering process

1. Get data

I. Map Object IDs to Meter IDs (MV90 or Analogues) Should already exist

II. Create batchfiles or queries for automatic batch downloading (MW and MVAR) Interaction with MV90/DAS

Data required: Loading, IPP Generation, Interconnection powerflow

intconnection powerflow only neccessary if you have external grids for complex meshed networks modelled as external

grids.

2. Process data

I. Investigate irregularities* Not too important for loss

II. Correct channel errors IPP channels generally

III. Normalize (hourly values) helps with importing

3. Import data

I. Import as hourly data into the PowerFactory Casefile (Loads, IPPs and Interconnections)

DBA to help

4. Configure Power Factory

I. Aligned MTS Zones according to Network Planning NDPs

II. Model IPP as PQ External Grid at the connect busbar

III. Ensure Constant Power Load types
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If you use customer meter data – you will 
also include the commercial loss (energy that 

is not measured). The result will not only 
show the technical losses.   

If you use customer meter data – you might also 
include the losses in the MV and LV reticulation. 
This could be a source of error if PF only gives 
the losses in Sub-transmission / Distribution?
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Methodology

The Iterative Loss Reporting Script (written in PF DPL, works with casefile study Time)

Algorithm:

1. Input study month and Export file location

2. Set StudyTime ( initial: first hour of the month)

3. Calculate loadflow

4. Record information at MTS zone level

I. X_new = X_old + X_new

5. Check if end of month

6. Iterate per hour until it’s the end of the month

7. Write to Excel the results for each MTS Zone if end of month

Script Results: CopperLoss(MWh),NoLoadLoss(MWh),Load(MWh)
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How time consuming is it to 
iterate for every hour of the 

month?

The script seems correct.
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Loss calculation Template in Excel

Calculation fields seem 
correct 

Be sure to check 
convention of LAG and 

LEAD for column J 
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Loss calculation Template in Excel

Calculation fields seem 
correct 

Individual MTS loading at 
System Peak – correct 

approach! 
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Loss calculation Template in Excel

Form earlier in the training: “The ELF is multiplied with 
the peak power losses together with the number of 
hours studied and the period’s energy losses are 

received.”

In your case ELF is the LLF Scaled

But the peak power losses are not the starting point –
instead the power losses at the System Peak are used 

in PF – how does this affect the formula?

LLF seems correct as LLF ~ LF2

How are the importing 
functions working? All 
OUs manage to import 

their data?

You are not 
considering the 
A-factor in the 

loss factor 
relation to the 

load factor
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Loss calculation Template in Excel

The use of “LLF Scaled” to compensate for MTS that 
have a lower load (than their usual average and 

max) at the System Peak is a detour.

Rather skip the scaling to Load at System Peak and 
do the PF calculation at the MTS individual max 

using the LLF only. 

Does Hydra MTS have high losses in general?
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Loss calculation Template in Excel

Not sure what this column is for and why it is 
based on the reactive load?

The Loss Energy seem unrealistically high 
compared to the Purchases – Is the Hydra 

contribution questionable? 


